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Pindar, Pythian 11.30 

Douglas E. Gerber 

A PPROXIMATELY HALF WAY through the myth of Pythian 11 
there is a gnomic passage which in general outline seems 
reasonably clear. The passage runs as follows (25-30): 

" ~" ,I 
TO uE VEalS aAOXOt~ 

" (J '\ ' \ ' ,I, ", EX UTTOV af,A/TTl\aKWV Kal\vo/at T af..Ulxavov 
'\ \' \ ' al\l\OTptatCTl. 'Yl\wU"U"at~' 

, ~ \ " 
KaKOAO'YOt uE 7TOAtTat. 
" , "{30 , , A..(J , 
WXEt TE 'Yap OA ~ ov J.LEwva 'P OVOV· 
• ~\ " "A.."" f3 I o uE xa/-L.11Aa 7TVEWV aopu.VTOV pEJ.LEt. 

Down to the last verse the sequence of thought is: (1) adultery is 
impossible to conceal from others; (2) citizens are prone to speak ill; 
and (3) prosperity entails a corresponding envy.1 Logical progression 
suggests that the fourth stage (line 30) should convey the idea that 
poverty, unlike prosperity, does not entail envy,2 The majority of 

1 There can be little doubt that 29 means literally: "For prosperity has in it an envy 
which is no less (than the prosperity)," i.e., "For prosperity entails (involves, arouses) 
a corresponding envy." The alternative view, adopted by a few, that W-XEL means 're
strains, holds in check', is rightly rejected by J. Peron, "Le theme du Phthonos dans la 
Xle Pythique de Pindare," REA 78-79 (1976-77) 65-83. I have not thought it neces
sary to record in detail the views of others on Pyth. 11.30, since they are fully treated 
by Peron. His explanation, which I shall argue is wrong, can be seen from n.14 infra. I 
have also not discussed lines 50ft', for while there is a relationship between them and 
29, this relationship does not extend to 30. For some comments on the sequence of 
thought in 25-30 and on 'gnomic progression' in general, see W. J. Slater in Arktouros. 
Hellenic Studies Presented to B. M. W Knox (Berlin 1979) 66. I disagree, however, with 
his view that line 30 represents a "condemnation of the unadventurous." 

2 From at least as early as F. Gedike, Pindars Pythische Siegshymnen (Berlin 1779) 
240-41, a few have argued that 0 XUf../,T/AO: 'TrVEWV refers back to CPfJovo<;. Among these 
are L. Cerrato, Le odi di Pindaro (Sestri Ponente 1918) 446-47; Wilamowitz, Pindaros 
(Berlin 1922) 260; A. Luppino, "Esegesi Pindarica," ParPass 14 (1959) 359-64; Doug
las Young, "Gentler Medicines in the Agamemnon," CQ N.S. 14 (1964) 14-15; and F. 
S. Newman, "The Relevance of the Myth in Pindar's Eleventh Pythian," Hellenika 31 
(1979) 44-64 (47). In addition, P. Altenhoven, "Notes sur trois passages de Pindare," 
AIPhD 5 (1937) 15 n.1, states that "si nous pouvons donner it XUf../,T/h.O: son sens local, 
l'image gagnera encore en pittoresque: 'L'opulence contient I'envie qui est aussi forte 
qu'elle: mais celle-ci, face contre terre, haletante, gronde sourdemente!'" This inter
pretation seems to me to be extremely unlikely. It is far more natural, not only in this 
context but also in view of the Greek love of polarity, to assume that Pindar would 
draw attention to the contrasting levels of envy aroused by those of high and low 
station. Furthermore, a contrast is indicated by the combination 'TE ..• &, as Dennis-
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translators, however, render 30 in a manner similar to that found in 
the Loeb edition, "the man of humble aspirations murmureth unob
served." I believe this contains both imprecision and outright error, 
as the following discussion will, I hope, illustrate. 

The word xaIJ:TJAO~ appears only here before Xenophon, and ex
cept for Anth.Pal. 7.472.4, where it seems to mean 'insignificant', it is 
always used in the literal sense of 'on/near the ground'. The adverb 
xa,.ux.t, however, occurs several times in Pindar in a metaphorical 
sense, and in all instances there is a contrast, stated or implied, 
between that which is on high and that which is on the ground. 
Depending upon the context, the former signifies strength, success, 
lustre, increase, effectiveness, the latter weakness, failure, obscurity, 
loss, ineffectiveness. In Pyth. 8.92-94 we are told that 'TO 'TEP7T'JlOJl 
aVeE'Tat. in a short space of time, but 7T't'TJlEI. xa,.ux.t, a7T'o'Tpo~ 'YJlW~ 
U"EU"EI.U",.,.EJlOJl, i.e., is lost. In Nem. 4.37-41 U"cp6Bpa Bogol-'EJI BaLow 
• , ',1,.':' 13 ' ,1,.8 '0;:" ... " " • \ 13'" VTrEP'TEpOI. EJI o/'A-EI. Ka'Ta aWEI.JI" 'P OJlEpa u al\.J\.O~ aJl'TJP ",E7TWJI 

, \'" I 0;:, \..... fi d I 'YJlw,.ux.JI KEJlEaJl u"KO'T~ KV",I.JluEl. xa,.ux.1. 7T'E'TOI.U"aJl, we n u"KO'T~ con-
trasting with cpaEI. and Xa,.ux.t with lnrEp'TEPOI.. Obscurity and ineffec
tiveness attend the thoughts of the envious. In Nem. 9.6-7 Pindar 
says eU"'TI. BE 'TI.~ AO'YO~ aJl8pW7rwJI, 'TE'TEAEU",.,.EJlOJl EU"AOJl J-LTJ Xa,.ux.1., 

..... ,,',1, 8 I 0;:," I I • 0;:,' ',I,.~ A bl 
u"1.'Y~ Ka",v.,..al.· EU"7T'EU"1.a u E7TEWJI Kavxa~ aOl.ua 7Tp0U"'fIVPO~. no e 
achievement must not be veiled in obscurity and silence, but de
serves loud acclaim.3 

The adjective xa,.ux.I.7T'E'T";'~ appears twice in Pindar, in 01. 9.12 
OV'TOI. xa,.ux.I.7TE'TEWJI AO'YWJI Ecpal/JEal. and Pyth. 6.37 xa,.ux.I.7T'E'TE~ B' ap' 
e7T'o~ OVK a7TEpl.l/JEJI. In both passages words that "fall to the ground" 
are clearly words that are ineffective, do not achieve the desired 
result. The idea of ineffectiveness also seems to be present in the 
four examples of xa,.ux.I.'YEJI";'~ before Nonnus, although it is the 
implied contrast with BI.O'YEJI";'~ which is the primary reason for this 
derogatory connotation.4 

It is clear from these examples that 'on the ground' can denote 
ineffectiveness in a general sense, the precise significance being de-

ton, Greek Particies2 (Oxford 1954) 513, points out: "The explanation of the irregular
ity probably is that the idea of contrast is added to the original idea of addition." 

3 Young (supra n.2) 15 states that in this passage "xaJ..W:i must mean 'under
ground'" (so also LSJ) and he therefore argues that in Pyth. 11.30 "xaJ.!:'1Aa can be 
taken in the sense of X8ovux, 'subterranean.'" He translates "and it [envy] rumbles 
invisibly with ground winds" and says that "the allusion may well be to the political 
underground movement of the citizens' envy rumbling like an earthquake." I see no 
justification, however, for giving an abnormal meaning to XaJ..W:L in Nem. 9.7. It is 
surely possible to speak of concealing "on the ground" what is EO"AOV as opposed to the 
implied contrast of raising it aloft. 

4 See G. Meautis, Pindare Ie Dorien (NeuchateIlParis 1962) 233-34. 
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termined by the context. In the context of our passage, where there 
is obviously a contrast with olbos, ineffectiveness will signify poverty.5 
In terms of imagery, poverty cannot rise above the ground, whereas 
prosperity can (c): oAfJov vt/J'Y1AOV, 01. 2.22). Theognis makes the 
same point as Pindar does, though more explicitly and with different 
imagery, when he contrasts OA{3ov (383) with 'TTEvi'Y1v /.J:'f)1"€P' ap:rrxa
vl'Y1C; (384-85; c): also Ale. fr.364 L-P and Hdt. 8.111.3), since a/.l:·q
Xavi'Y1 and xaIL'Y1Aa convey essentially the same idea. 

The verb '1TVEW is found twice elsewhere in Pindar with the neuter 
plural of an adjective, 01. 10.93 KEvEa 1TVEV(]"atC; and Nem. 3.41 aA
A01"' aMa 1TVEWV, while '1TVEOV'T"EC; ILEyaAa occurs in Eur. Andr. 189. 
The neuter singular is also used, as in Eur. Bacch. 640 '1TVEWV ... 
JLiya and Ar. Lys. 276 AaKWVtKOV 1TVEWV, and there are many exam
ples from Homer on of 1T'VEW with the accusative of a noun. Van der 
Valk,6 whose treatment of 1T'VEW is the most detailed that I am aware 
of, explains our passage as the opposite of the example cited above 
from Lysistrata, which he translates as "notwithstanding his Spartan 
arrogance"; but at the same time he connects it with phrases such as 
K01"OV '1TVEWV, "for Pin dar no doubt also has in mind 'the person who 
breathes low and obnoxious things.'" Nothing in the context, how
ever, nor in the apparent meaning of xa/-t7JAa suggests the idea of 
obnoxiousness. Van der Valk argues that the examples cited above 
from Pindar are not exact parallels because in 01. 10.93 '1Tvev(]"atC; 
conveys the idea of "one who 'pants' after strenuous exertions," in 
this case in vain, and in Nem. 3.41 Pindar is alluding both "to the 
panting and the exertions of the participants in athletic contests" and 
"to the unsteadfastness of the winds." But even if van der Valk is 
right in his explanation of these two passages, and I am not con
vinced that he is, I see no reason why "breathing breaths which are 
on the ground," i.e., are ineffective, cannot be Pindar's colourful way 
of describing one who is poor.7 

Now we come to aq,avTov {3pE/-tft. The verb is usually translated 
here by 'murmur, mutter, grumble', but as we shall see, that would 

6 So essentially schol. 46a: <> BE Ta7TEWa Kat oiKTpa 7TIJEWIJ, TOVTEO"TtIJ <> el)TEA.i, .. Kat 
7TEIJTJ" aq,WlJW<; 1,)(E'i. I do not see how it can possibly denote "la modestie des ambi
tions," as Peron (supra n.I) 71 claims, or Ta ~(J-a (Pyth. 11.52), as Pini (infra n.9) 
208 implies. 

6 M. van der Valk, "Observations in connection with Aristophanes," KfiMfildO
TPAfHMATA. Studia Aristophanea viri Aristophanei W J. W. Koster in honorem (Am
sterdam 1967) 131-43. 

7 LSJ translate )(aILTJA.a 7TIJEWIJ by "one of a low spirit" and Newman (supra n.2) by 
"mean spirited," neither of which seems justified in view of the contrast with olbos. A 
few argue that 7TIJEWIJ here means simply 'living'; but while the verb can have this 
significance, it never seems to be so used with an accompanying accusative. 
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be an abnormal meaning. Basically the word denotes a loud sound, as 
of waves breaking on the shore (e.g. II. 2.210, 4.425), the clash of 
armies (e.g. Aesch. Sept. 85, PV423-24), the shouting of warriors 
(e.g. Sept. 378), or the wailing of 'infants (Sept. 350). In the only other 
example of its use in Pindar, Nem. 11.7 A:vpa BE u<pt {3pEJ.LETat Kat 
aotBa, I suspect that the verb means something like 'peals out' or 
'rings forth', especially in view of Nem. 9.8 {3pOJJi.all <POpf..Uyya. Loud 
sound is also clearly present in the cognates {3P0f.Wt; and l"/Jt{3PEJ,LET'Y1t;, 
and in Xen. Cyn. 7.5 a hunting-dog is presumably called BpE/-UUlI 
because of its loud or deep baying. In Aesch. Eum. 976-78 Tall B' 
Cl:7TA'Y1UTOll KaKWlI ILT,7TOT' Ell 7TOAEt UTaCTtll T~B' E7TEVXOf,Lat {3pEJ.LEtlI, it 
is much more appropriate to assume that the prayer is that the semi
personified stasis never raise its loud voice or make an uproar in the 
city than that it never mutter. In Ar. Ran. 679-80 E<p' o~ Br, XEiAEUtll 
af.L<PtAaAOtt; BEtlloll E7T/,{3pEJ.LETat 9PYlKia XEAtBWlI, Stanford correctly 
translates "on whose lips of mongrel speech a Thracian swallow makes 
horrible din." 

More difficult is Aeschylus Agamemnon 1025-34: 
, s::::: \ \ , 

Et uE IL'Y1 TETa'YJ.LE"CX: 
f.WLpa f.WLpall EK (JEWlI 
l' \ , AJ 

EtP'YE IL'Y1 7TAEOll 'r"PEtll, 
7Tpo<p(Jauaua KapBia 

). ,... "'.;:,' '/:' 'Yl\wuuall all Tau E~EXEt' 

lIVlI B' V7TO a"KOTcp {3pEJ.LEt 
(JVf,LaA'YT,t; TE Kat ovBElI E7TEA7TOJ,LE-

" , , \. ' lIa 7TOTE KatpWlI EKTOI\V7TEVUEtll, 
, ,I.. , 

~W7TVpOVJ.LE lIat; 'PPE 1I0t;. 

Many have argued that the passage is parallel to Pythian 11.30, V7rO 
UKOTCP corresponding to acjxx.lITOll, and that as {3pEJ.LEt is assumed to 
mean 'mutter' here, the same meaning is present in Pindar. But I do 
not see why {3pEJ.LEt cannot signify something like 'makes loud pro
test', with V7TO UKOTCP denoting that this loud protest is not put into 
words but kept within the breast. The first part of the passage is syn
tactically obscure, but seems to mean that if the members of the 
chorus had had a prominent or prosperous position in life, i.e. had 
been OA{3Wt (el Fraenkel's translation: "And did not established des
tiny prevent my portion from winning more from the gods"), they 
would not have had to conceal their loud protests, but would have 
been able to make them public, make them known and heeded.s 

8 Fraenkel ad loc. says, "fJpEJ.ULV frequently of seditious (cf. Eum. 978) or indignant 
murmuring," and he then cites Pyth. 11.30 as a further illustration. It will be clear from 
my analysis that I do not believe that the verb ever signifies 'murmuring'. I should add 
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Finally, there is a passage which is of considerable importance for 
our understanding of Pythian 11.30, but which has not received suffi
cient attention from Pindaric scholars. The Samian begging-song re
corded in Pseudo-Herodotus 33 begins as follows: 9 

8wJ.W 1T'po(IE1pa1Top,HT(J' Ctv8po~ J-L€:ya 8VVaJ-LEvOW, 
.. , 'c;:, , '<;::' Po'''' • , 
o~ f-Vtya I-'€V UVVaTac., I-'€ya u€ ,..,P€I-'€I., oA.{3w~ aut. 

The second verse must mean literally, "one who is very powerful and 
who makes a very loud sound, ever prosperous." 10 More problematic 
is the question whether this is complimentary or derogatory. The asso
ciation of 8VVuTat, {3PEJ-LH, and oA{3w~ might suggest that a man who 
has olbos is assumed to have a very loud voice in the sense of a voice 
that carries weight, a voice of authority, a voice listened to and heeded. 
In contrast, <> XaWf/Aa 1T'VEWV, the man without otbos, has a loud voice 
that does not carry weight, is ignored, passes unnoticed (a</>avTov). A 
second possibility is that one who is powerful and prosperous is charac
terized as indulging in loud, blustering talk. This explanation seems 
preferable. Schmidt11 draws attention to Rhianus fr.l Powell, where 
the person who is prosperous and powerful (O~ 8E KEV EVOx(JfjUt, (JEO~ 
8' E1T't oA{3ov ()1f'O:'TI Kat 1T'OAVKOtpavI:rw, the equivalent of oA{3w~ and 
8vVaTat in the begging-song) is said to forget that he is mortal and as a 
consequence taa Att {3pOJ.LEH, KE</>aAr,v 8' lnrepaVXov CtvwxH (13). If 
that is the force of {3peJ-LH in the begging-song and in Pythian 1l.30, 
Pindar is representing the poor man as engaging in the same kind 
of loud, blustering talk as the prosperous person, the only difference 
being that the poor man's loud talk is unheeded. 

What may seem somewhat surprising about Pythian 11.30 is that 
Pindar should have mentioned that a poor man could actually engage 
in loud, blustering talk, whether heeded or not, since poverty tends to 
be associated with lack of speech, as we see from passages such as 
Theognis 177-78, Kat yap Ctvr,p 1T'EVLTI 8E8J-LTJJ-LEVO~ OVTE Tt Ei1T'EtV OVT' 
Ep~at 8vvaTat, YAwuau 8e oi 8e8e-Tat, and 669-70, eiJJ1 8' acfxvvo~ 
XP'YIJ..tOuVvTI. Note also that earlier in the same fragment of Rhianus 

that Douglas Young (supra n.2) defends a variant reading of the manuscripts in Ag. 
1030, namely I3"AETrEL. I doubt that this is right. 

9 Allen, Homeri opera V p.214. In the last half-century only two, as far as I know, 
have even mentioned the parallel, H. Bischoff, Gnomen Pindars (Wiirzburg 1938) 12 
n.18, and G. Pini, "Osservazioni sulla Pitica XI," StIlal44 (1972) 197-220 (207 n.l). 

10 O. Schonberger, Griechische Heischefieder (Meisenheim am Glan 1980) 18, trans
lates: "Schwerreich ist er. Und brummt alleweil. Sein Mittel erlauben's." But I3pEl-Ut is 
not 'brummt' and ai€t cannot be detached from o"Al3wr;. 

11 M. Schmidt in LexFrgrEp 10 (I982) 93-94 correctly translates I3pEl-Ut in the beg
ging-song as "iibergrossen Uirm macht" and gives "tosen, donnern" as the general 
meaning of I3pEiJ.UJ in early epic. 
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the person who is {3uhow ... bnBEtn}S" is described as ovBE 'TL (Jap(Ia
AEOS" VOEHV E'TToS" ovBE Tt pEgat (6). Partially parallel, however, are 0/. 
2.86-87, #J,a(JOVTES" Be Aa{3pOt 7raYYAw(I(I~ KopaKES" cdS" aKpavTa ya
PVETOV,12 and Nem. 3.82, KpaYETat Be KOAOWL Ta7rHVa VE#-WVTat. Al
though in both passages the loud sound is represented in the form of 
bird-imagery and although there is no contrast between the prosperous 
and the poor, there is a contrast between those who are deemed in
ferior and superior. If Pindar could describe inferior poets as using 
a loud, blustering language that accomplishes nothing (aKpavTa) , it 
seems reasonable to suppose he could describe those of inferior status 
in terms of prosperity as using a loud, blustering language that is un
noticed (ac/>avTov).13 

If my interpretation of Pythian 11.30 is correct, {3PE/-LEt should not 
"be added to the list of what Dornseiff calls Farbloser [sic] Zeitworter, 
pompous synonyms for the verb 'to be,'" as Burton suggests,14 and 
the contrast is not between the prosperous person who arouses envy 
and the person of humble aspirations who mutters unnoticed, as the 
passage is so often explained, but between the prosperous person 
who arouses envy and the poor man who, for all his loud, blustering 
talk (for all the loud racket he makes, to use a colloquial expression), 
is unnoticed, i.e., arouses no envy.15 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO 
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12 I fully concur with Gordon Kirkwood's defence of the dual yapVE'TOIJ, CQ N.S. 31 
0980 240-43. 

13 One is reminded of Thersites in Iliad 2. He is described as J-LaKpa {JoWl' (224), but 
his status is inferior and as a result his railings accomplish nothing. He is silenced by 
Odysseus and ends up axpEWIJ iSWIJ (269). 

14 R. W. B. Burton, Pindar's Pythian Odes (Oxford 1962) 67. Peron (supra n.1) 70 
also deems it necessary to tone down the normal force of !3PEluw, translating: "Alors 
que la prosperite s'attire une envie tout aussi considerable, celui qui sait borner ses 
ambitions peut parler sans qu'on Ie remarque." Burton draws attention to fr.94a.8-10 
S-M, 1TaIJTL 8' E1TL f/>90IJo<; aIJ8pL KELTat apETa<;, <> 8E f.LTJ8EIJ EXWIJ {J1TO my(!. f.,LEh.ai~ 
Kapa KEKPV1TTat, but the parallel is only partial. <> f.LTJ8EIJ EXWIJ is a more prosaic equiva
lent of <> xaf.LTJAa. 1TIJEWIJ, but there is nothing in the passage that is even remotely 
similar to !3pEf.,LEr. 

15 A few others have also commented on the need to give !3pEf.,LEt its full force, but 
they have not done so with detailed arguments nor have they integrated this fully into 
the passage as a whole. So J. S. T. Hanssen, "A Note on Pindar, Pyth. XI 38ff.," Ae
vum 24 (950) 162-65, "the man of humble condition of life will remain unnoticed 
even if he roars (or: rages)," and David Young, Three Odes of Pindar (Leiden 1968) 4, 
"whereas intense public interest attends the sayings, personal lives, and even the 
thoughts of the lofty, the most blatant activity or talk of the humble and unpretentious 
arouses little notice." 


